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Since the defeat of His Excellency Mahinda Rajapaksa at the last Presidential Electionon the 

8th of January 2015, the incumbent Government in Sri Lanka has embarked upon a campaign 

to suppress, distort, misrepresent and mislead the public and the international community 

regarding the enormous progress achieved in the social and economic fields during his nine 

year tenure. This petty attitude of ignoring and undermining the achievements in the nine 

years prior to the last Presidential election is grossly prejudicial not only to Sri Lanka as a 

whole, but is also extremely unfair by the entire state sector who had made an immense 

contribution to uplift the war ravaged country to place it among the lower middle income 

countries in the world.

It is quite evident that the political stability that Sri Lanka enjoyed for six years from 2009 to 

2015, immediately after the military defeat of LTTE (Liberation Tigers of Tamil 

Eelam)thedeadly terrorist organization proscribed by many countries including US, EU and 

India, paved the way for the accelerated economic and social progress in a secure and 

peaceful environment under the leadership of President Mahinda Rajapaksa. The benefits 

reaped from such political strength and stability was quite evident throughout the country 

including in the Northern and the Eastern Provinces.

During these five years, the living standards of the masses were significantly improved. 

Infrastructure developments including mega projects some with the assistance of friendly 

nations were launched and were completed expeditiously and efficiently. National unity that 

had progressively eroded during decades of conflict that was associated with terrorism was 

gradually restored and reinforced. It is undeniable that the strong and independent 

leadership of President Mahinda Rajapaksa was the single most important factor underlining 

the impressive achievements of our country during this post conflict period.

The despicable course of action by the present Government in spreading falsehood 

targeting the achievements of former President may be to distract the rapidly growing public 

displeasure towards them due to their absolute failure to continue the once experienced 

economic development, inability tofulfil the pledges at the election and obvious lack of 

promised good governance and economic management.
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The writers of this document based their opinion,that a concerted effort to 

ignore and undermine the country's progress under the previous Government is 

happeningdue to following observations:

§ Removal of statistical data on development activities during the 

period from 2009 – 2015 in some ministerial websites.

§ Removal or replacement of some plaques and name boards placed 

or unveiled to mark a commencement or completion of a development program 

by the previous Government.

§ Taking glory for development activity commenced by the previous 

Government without any acknowledgement to their contribution or involvement.

§ Ignoring, discounting and devaluing the huge reconciliatory 

efforts carried out by the previous Government to remove suspicion and building 

confidence between the various communities living in Sri Lanka.

§ Adopting a relentless propaganda campaign against the former 

President Mahinda Rajapaksa and his family with unfounded and exaggerated 

allegations of corruption and misgovernment as a part of a strategic plan to 

undermine the popularity of the former President.

The primary reason for the writers to embarkin presenting this document was to give a clear 

account to the public and the international community who could have been misled, of the 

actual security and economic situation that prevailed in the Northern and Eastern Provinces 

at the commencement of presidency of President Rajapaksa in November 2005 and to 

describe the dedication and dynamism displayed by him and his Government to usher in 

peace and stability. In addition this document showcases and enlightens the reader the 

unprecedented development which took place post-conflict in the Northern and the 

Eastern Provinces with massive funds pledged and expended towards this goal. It also 

highlights the strategies adopted in eliminating and reducing the distrust between 

communities as normally experienced in societies emerging from a long drawn conflict and 

the process adopted by the Government to transform the lives of majority of the people 

living in Northern and Eastern Provinces to what it is today from virtually nothing.
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Rear Admiral Mohan Wijewickrama was appointed as the Governor of the 

merged Northern and Eastern Provinces on the 20th of January 2006 and 

with the de-merger of the two provinces on the 1st of January 2007 was 

appointed as the Governor of the Eastern Province. He was re-appointed 

again for the second term on the 20th of January 2012, the appointment 

which he held till the 20th of January 2015 completing exactly nine years of 

dedicated service towards the people in the Eastern Province.

He held many key positions at sea and ashore during his 34 years in the Navy. 

He functioned as the Area Commander in the Southern Naval Area and twice in the Eastern Naval Area where the 

main fleet units are based. He also headed the directorates of Operations, Administration and Welfare,Plans and 

Projects at Naval Head Quarters. He retired from the Navy after holding the position of the Chief of Staff from 

March 2001 to November 2005, the longest period in office by any Chief of Staff in Sri Lanka. He was awarded a 

number of medals and decorations including RSP, VSV and USP.

Major General G. A.Chandrasiri was appointed as the Governor of Northern 

Province by His Excellency the President in July 2009. He was reappointed 

for the second term in July 2014 and held the appointment till 20 January 

2015. His dedicated and committed service during the five and a half years 

in office assisted immensely in the rebuilding of the 

war ravaged Northern Province.

During his illustrious military career of 35 years, he had held a number of 

key Command and Staffappointments in the Army.Being a product of the 

elite Cavalry Arm of the Army, he commanded the prestigious Armoured Brigade from 1997 to 1999. He 

commanded two Infantry divisions in the North prior to becoming the Commander of the important Security 

Forces Headquarters in Jaffna from 2005 to 2009.He was also privileged to hold the post of Director General at 

the Joint Operations Headquarters. At the final stage of his career, he was appointed as the Chief of Staff of the Sri 

Lanka Army. In addition to his duties as the Chief of Staff he functioned as the Competent Authority of the 

Northern Provincefor the administration of IDPs until his retirement in July 2009.In recognition of his service he 

had been awarded with number of medals and decorations including RWP VSV and USP.

ABOUT THE WRITERS

Rear Admiral (Rtd) Mohan Wijewickrama

RSP, VSV, USP, ndc, psc

Major General (Rtd) G. A. Chandrasiri

RWP, VSV, USP, ndc, psc
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From conflict to stability: a true account of the effort in 

the revival of the northern and eastern provinces of 

Sri Lanka during the Presidency of H.E. Mahinda Rajapaksa

Sri Lanka did face many obstacles and challenges in defending its independence, sovereignty and the integrity 

during the three decades of the conflict that was associated with terrorism to establish a separate state in the 

Northern and the Eastern parts of the country. During the period of the conflict more than hundred thousand 

persons from all communities perished and the cost to destruction of material and infrastructure to the state and 

the public was enormous. An incumbent President a Presidential Candidate, Ministers and Members of 

Parliament representing all communities got killed or maimed. The country was plagued with wide spread 

insecurity. Road blocks and checkpoints, searches of private houses were the order of the day and were common 

all over the country. 

Freedom of movement, freedom of speech, freedom of engaging in political activities was seriously restricted 

especially in the areas in the North and East controlled by the LTTE. Civilians including children were conscripted 

to perform active combat roles whilst some were brainwashed to become human bombs; the concept of suicide 

cadres was an invention of the LTTE. Most of the moderate Tamil leaders with differing views to that of the LTTE 

living in the Northern and the Eastern parts of the country were massacred.

The entire Killinochchi and Mullaitivu districts, a major part of Mannar district and the northern part of Vavuniya 

district in the Northern Province and a substantial portion of the Trincomalee and Batticaloa districts and some 

parts of the Ampara district in the Eastern Province were militarily control by the LTTE under an one-sided cease 

fire that existed when President Rajapaksa took over this country. In these parts the LTTE that was proscribed as 

an international terrorist group by many countries ran their own police stations, courthouses, banks and 

collected TAX. People living in those parts were not permitted to leave to other parts without the express 

approval of the LTTE. 

Government programs for development of the Northern and Eastern provinces were not allowed to reach the 

people. Materials sent for development work and even food supplies were used for combat requirements of the 

LTTE. Roads were inaccessible with bridges and culverts blasted. The main railway lines connecting the Northern 

Province with the rest of the country were completely destroyed and railway sleepers and the rails removed to 

fortify the defences. Power transmission lines, communication infrastructure, water supply schemes were wilfully 

damaged. Agriculture and fisheries production fell to the lowest levels ever recorded. Fertile paddy lands 

became mine fields. The common buildings including schools, convents, and religious places and children 

homes were converted to camps. The education in the Northern and Eastern Provinces were seriously affected 

due to shortage of teachers. There were severe shortages of doctors, nursing officers and minor staffs in the 

Government run hospitals. Medicines sent by the Government or by non-government organizations (NGO) were 

forcibly confiscated by the LTTE. Most Government buildings were in a dilapidated condition with zero or little 

maintenance for decades. The “Hartals” or forced closure of workplaces were announced by the LTTE very often 

crippling the entire public life. There were widespread killings, kidnappings, extortions reported all over the 

North and East. 
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It was abundantly clear that Sri Lanka was heading towards an economic and a social catastrophe when President 

Mahinda Rajapaksa was voted as the Head of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka. Then there was a 

Norwegian brokered fragile ceasefire in place that was signed between the current Prime Minister Hon. Ranil 

Wickramasinghe when he held the same office in 2002 with the leader of the LTTE Velupillai Prabahakaran. By the 

beginning of 2006 the LTTE had violated the ceasefire approximately 4000 times against about 400 violations by 

the Security Forces. Nature of cease fire violations by the LTTE was extremely serious in nature. LTTE abducted 

civilians to increase their manpower whilst continuing their recruitment, smuggled shiploads of arms and 

ammunition and fired heavy weapons directed at security camps located in the North and the East. They 

assassinated the bulk of intelligence operatives of the Army during this period. They were relentlessly acquiring 

and developing the combat air capabilities which they did not have whilst enhancing the fighting capabilities of 

the 'Sea Tigers' the sea-arm of the LTTE. Their actions during the cease fire were clearly tantamount to asserting 

hostile intentions towards the future of Sri Lanka.

Assassination of Hon Lakshman Kadiragama the Foreign Minister of Sri Lanka in August 2005 at his residence in 

Colombo made the cease fire superfluous. During this cease fire, the LTTE was rapidly preparing to confront the 

Government forces that were mainly confined to barracks under the conditions of the cease fire.

Few weeks after the swearing in of President Mahinda Rajapaksa, the LTTE commenced isolated attacks on 

service and police personnel and their camps, their military assets to provoke to retaliate and breach the cease 

fire in order to exploit an opportunity to engage the Government forces with the backing of the International 

Community. Unarmed soldiers, sailors, airmen and police personnel were attacked, killing them whilst travelling 

on leave or journeying to collect or distribute their food or other logistics. LTTE trapped and destroyed naval 

crafts on routine patrols. A convoy of buses carrying sailors on leave was attacked at a place called Digampathana 

outside the Northern and Eastern Provinces killing more than 100 and maiming another 100 sailors.

On the 12th of April 2006 the day before the Sinhala and Tamil New-year, the first after President Rajapaksa took 

office, the LTTE blasted a bomb at the Trincomalee vegetable market killing and injuring number of bystanders 

expecting a backlash on the innocent Tamils in other areas in the South. Lt Gen Sarath Fonseka the chief of the Sri 

Lanka Army, sustained critical injuries when he was blasted by a woman suicide bomber on the 20th of April 2006 

inside his own headquarters.

Turning point of the conflict however occurred on the 26th of July 2006, when the LTTE closed the sluice gates of 

Mavil Aru, the only waterway supplying drinking and irrigating water to people living in the southern parts of the 

Trincomalee district forcing them to leave. The Government was forced to direct the militarily to take control of 

Mavil Aru to release water to the people to prevent them from fleeing, which the military accomplished 

successfully after taking a few weeks because of the very strong resistance they faced from the LTTE. 

President Rajapaksa and his Government then went on to take the historical decision which no previous 

Government had taken in directing the military to persecute the LTTE to bring peace back to Sri Lanka. Twelve 

months later the Eastern Province was liberated and the Military marched in many fronts towards the North and 

liberated the Northern Province and the whole nation on the 18th of May 2009. Unquestionably the unwavering 

commitment and the sheer determination of President Rajapaksa to bring peace to our country, that overcame 

the immense pressure exerted on him from within and outside to change the final outcome and the future of Sri 

Lanka.

Re-emergence of Peace and Stability
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Displacements of Peoples

Approximately 100,783 families comprising 398,926 persons in the East and 170,217 families comprising 567,492 

in the North got displaced during the entire conflict which spread over three decades. The bulk of the 

displacement occurred after August of 2006 with the launch of the military campaign to wrest control of the land 

and people under the LTTE immediately after the Mavil Aru sluice gate was opened. Sizeable amount of the 

balance displacement accounted from LTTE attacks on the Muslim and Sinhalese villages located in the northern 

and eastern provinces. 

The primary objective of the Government of President Mahinda Rajapaksa was to resettle the displaced families 

as soon as the area to be resettled was stabilized and prepared. Therefore the resettlement activities in the 

Eastern Province actually commenced whilst the military operations in the North were ongoing. The assistance of 

international and local organizations was obtained to 

attend to the essential and important needs of the displaced families. During the final phase of the operation 

when the Military penetrated the LTTE defences to rescue the huge population kept as a 'Human Shield', 

thousands of men, women and children carrying their infants and aged commenced crossing over in large 

numbers to positions setup for recovery. During this phase alone approximately 91950 families comprising 

285000 persons were rescued from the LTTE captivity. It must be mentioned that the Government had to utilize all 

its available resources in managing such a large number, logistically a nightmare, especially when the military 

was stretched to the maximum aftermath of a long drawn military campaign. It was later acknowledged by some 

agencies of the United Nations (UN), the ICRC and many others handling similar crisis's globally, that the rescue 

and the resettlement process in Sri Lanka was a case study to the rest of the world. It was carried out effectively 

and speedily without any breakdown of an epidemic or civil unrest or a significant administrative short coming.

Internally Displaced Persons and the 

Resettlement Process
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There were many LTTE cadres mingling with civilians who were arriving in thousands at Government controlled 

positions when the fighting halted. These LTTE cadres posed a grave danger to the arriving civilians as well as to 

the military personnel manning the points of recovery. There were number of instances the civilians were fired 

upon by the LTTE to prevent them from moving to Government held areas and at a point of recovery a LTTE 

suicide cadre mingling with arriving civilians blew herself killing and injuring both civilians and military persons. 

Military conducted a systematic interrogation to weed out the LTTE prior to transfer of these civilians to camps set 

up in a hurry in Vavuniya district. Most of the LTTE cadres admitted of their involvement and surrendered to the 

security forces whilst some who avoided owning up were arrested subsequently on information. There still could 

have been some who had avoided disclosure altogether.  The final tally of the LTTE combatants who were 

recovered by the security forces needing rehabilitation stood at approximately 11664 comprising about 2000 

women and 594 children aged between 14 and 18 years. These cadres were ordinary conscripted armed 

combatants to highly indoctrinated, hard-core combatants such as the black tigers and suicide cadres trained to 

blow themselves at designated VVIP targets.

Therefor rehabilitating and reintegration of these combatants posted one of the greatest post conflict challenges 

to the then Sri Lankan Government. Rehabilitation was complex and multifaceted due to the varying 

circumstances that had led them to join the LTTE. Therefore the Government had to make a strong commitment 

to transform these lives by moulding them into productive peaceful ordinary citizens through a comprehensive 

and well planned rehabilitation and reintegration process.

To facilitate this requirement a new state apparatus called the Bureau of the Commissioner General of 

Rehabilitation was setup. Under their direct guidance and supervision the misguided youth were subjected to 

spiritual, religious, educational, vocational, psycho social, recreational, social and creative art programs. The 

rehabilitation was conducted at 24 protective accommodation established in the Northern and Eastern 

provinces. By Sep 2013, approximately 11600 of former LTTE cadres were rehabilitated and reintegrated of which 

594 were children united with their families. For the ones who had minor criminal charges a prosecution process 

were attended by coordinating with the Attorney Generals Department prior to release. As per the statistics 

available, the Government of Sri Lanka has spent a total amount of Rupees 1361.63 million for this effort. The 

Government also introduced a separate Ministry for rehabilitation understanding the importance of the 

commitment. At the time the Government changed there was only one rehabilitating centre functioning in 

Vavuniya.

Rehabilitation of 
LTTE Combatants
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De-mining and unearthing unexploded ordnance and mine risk education to families to be resettled were pre-

requisites for resettlement and a coordinated effort was put in to motion by the Military with the assistance of UN 

and other NGOs. De-mining in the North and East were quite complex and difficult as types of mines varied from 

place to place and had been densely laid. In some areas mines had been laid twice over by different players and 

had remained buried for a considerable period of time. There were approximately 2060 sq km in the East and 

1418 sq km in the North that had to be cleared. At the time the Government changed in January 2015 only 126 sq 

km in the East and 100 sq km in the North were remaining to be cleared from mines and ordnance.  A total of over 

2250000 mines and unexploded ordnance had been recovered from both provinces..

The Government under the President Rajapaksa had taken action to hand over almost all the lands owned by the 

civilians in the North and East which were occupied by the Military during the last few decades for operational 

and security purposes. With the assistance of UN and other local and Foreign NGO's and the Military, these 

families were provided with shelter, basic needs, food and rations. In some instances they were provided with 

livelihood support to make them as comfortable as possible.

Approximately 917 families in the Eastern Province displaced from an area known as 'Sampure' bordering the 

entrance of the world famous Trincomalee harbour, that was once used by LTTE to launch explosive laden boats at 

ships entering and from where they fired their heavy artillery were not considered to be resettled and was initially 

gazetted as a Prohibition Zone and later re-gazetted as a Development Zone. The coal power plant constructed 

jointly with the Indian Government is located in this area. Most of these families rejected the offered alternate 

lands and compensation during the period of the last Government. However the incumbent Government made it 

one of their priorities to settle them back at Sampure complying with a given election pledge with total disregard 

to the gazetted Development Zone and the risk to the health of the resettled families near the Coal Power Plant. 

Now it has come to knowledge that the Government had decided not to pursue to Coal Power plant at Sampure.    

In the North most of the families who could not be resettled were from the lands declared as a High Security Zone 

for the protection of the only airfield at Palali in the Jaffna peninsula and used by the civilian and the military 

aircraft. In this instance too compensation and alternate land to settle these small numbers of families have been 

offered. However such offers had been rejected outright and this issue was internationalized by the local 

politicians with vested interest to belittle all positives in resettlement carried out by the previous Government. 

The previous Government handed over approximately 6616 acres falling within the High Security Zone in Palali 

and a total of 12869 acres that belongs to 9083 families in the district of Jaffna. Only about 10716 families in 

Jaffna and another 2501 families in the other four districts in the North remained to be resettled due to non-

release of land.

Out of a total close to One Million displaced persons comprising of 271000 families in both provinces, there were 

only 1215 families in the East and 13217 families in the North remaining to be resettled at the time the 

Government changed in January 2015. Resettlement mostly was carried out in the lands of the displaced families

Removal of Land Mines and 
Unexploded Ordnance

Release of Private Lands
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The Government has built 206,686 houses for resettlement of displaced in the Northern and the Eastern 

Provinces during the period 2004 to March 2014 at a cost of Rupees 54588 million. This includes 49488 houses 

built under the North East Housing Reconstruction Programme (NEHRP), 2122 houses built under North East 

Community Restoration and Development Project (NECORD) as well as 24529 houses built by INGO/NGOs. 

The number of resettled families in Jaffna after 2009 is 31188, for whom 22826 new houses have been completed, 

and another 2334 houses are being built, leaving 4523 houses to be built, making a total of 29683 houses. This 

means 95 per cent of the resettled families in Jaffna district have been provided with permanent houses. 

Accordingly, in Mullaitivu district 40 per cent, in Mannar district 75 per cent, and in Killinochchi district 52 per cent 

of the resettled families have been provided with new permanent houses. 

As per the information gathered from District Secretaries, the total permanent shelter requirement among 

resettled families in the Northern and Eastern provinces in Sri Lanka stand at 70,886 units as at 2014 (additionally 

25,093 damaged houses are required to be renovated), after taking into account what has been constructed, 

what is being built and committed to be built under the Indian Housing Assistance Program during the next three 

years.

It may be noted from the above elaboration that addressing the housing needs of the IDPs has been a priority in 

the Government's resettlement policy as well as the reconciliation process right from the inception.

Provision of 
Permanent Housing
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Whilst de-mining and the resettlement were in progress, the Government concurrently initiated a very ambitious 

programme to restore the civil administration in these two regions neglected for years. Resorting civil 

administration required to fill the large number of vacancies that existed in the central and provincial public 

service and construction or rehabilitating of all damage public buildings to attend to various outstanding issues 

the people had. The Ministry of Public administration harmonising with the Provincial Councils and the 

Government Agents carried out mobile services in each division to resolve the problems the public had, piling up 

for decades from identity cards, birth, death and marriage registrations to addressing long outstanding land 

disputes. Most officers from the 'all island service' serving in the North and the East were retired and had been 

appointed on contract basis due to the reluctance of serving officers coming to take up appointments. The Chief 

Secretary of the Eastern Provincial Council, a serving officer who came forward to take up appointment was gun 

downed by the LTTE in his office in July 2007. After the area was stabilized there had been 10888 officers recruited 

to the Eastern Provincial Council up to 2015 of which 2595 were teachers. There had been 7100 officers recruited 

to Northern Provincial Council from 2009 to 2015 and 2500 of them had been teachers. By 2014 almost all the 

officers belonging to All Island Services serving on contract basis in the two Provinces were replaced with serving 

officers. 

When H E Mahinda Rajapaksa handed over the reins of Governance in January 2015 to the incumbent President, 

the Northern and Eastern Provinces had been transformed into a vibrant economy where people have 

opportunities to engage in economic activities with no restrictions. The people were provided with a systematic 

and service oriented effective public service mechanism, which was previously absent for many years. The people 

now enjoy basic human rights protected through a functioning judiciary and reap the benefit of the provincial 

legislature. People also exercise their franchise by actively participating in electing their representatives and 

enjoy the freedom of movement to the maximum. Today the people are blessed with much needed free 

education, health facilities and well re-built and maintained infrastructure facilities. 

Restoration of 
Civil Administration

Provincial development progress meeting held under the 
Chairmanship of President Rajapaksa in Trincomalee in 2010
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The People in the North and the East living under the control of the LTTE were deprived of their right to take part 

at elections. The few who disregarded were killed or in one instance a hand was chopped off in public as a 

deterrent. Therefore during the last 25 years most Tamils in the North and East were afraid or reluctant to vote and 

their voting patterns became noticeable again only in 2010 and prominent at the 2015 presidential elections 

after the LTTE military factor had been removed from the North and the Eastern parts of the country. 

There were six general elections held during the same period and the Tamil voter turnout was identical to the 

presidential elections. For example during the general election in 1994, only 13837 votes were casted out of a 

voter registration of 566366 voters in the Jaffna district, which corresponded to 2.3% and in the Vanni electorate, 

out of 178697 registered voters only 45280 casted their votes which was about 25.3%.  Most of the votes so 

casted were of the Sinhalese, Muslims and a few Tamils who were the supporters of the armed groups opposed to 

LTTE. Therefore almost all the Tamil members who were permitted to contest by the LTTE in the North and the 

East were elected to the Parliament till 2009 and did not represent the true aspirations of the people.

Similarly the Provincial Councils in the North and the East introduced to the Constitution with the involvement of 

the Government of India to address certain grievances the Tamil speaking people said to have had, did not 

function after the first elected Council was dissolved in 1990 when its Chief Minister unilaterally declared 

Independence to the Northern and Eastern Provinces. It was during the Government of President Mahinda 

Rajapaksa that brought back democracy to the North and East parts by having elections to the Eastern Provincial 

Council in 2008 after a period over 18 years and to the Northern Provincial Council in 2013 after a period 23 years. 

Installation of 

Democracy
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Conspicuous changes in the quality of life of the peoples living in the Northern and Eastern Provinces were 

evident after the dawn of peace and with the number of positive interventions taken by the Government and the 

Private Sector. Number of bank branches which stood at 117 in 2009 in the Northern Province increased to 193 in 

2011, whilst during the same period in the Eastern Province saw an increase from 156 to 239. Telephone 

connections increased from 74729 to 108520 in the North during same period with Eastern Province having 

154797 connections by 2011. Similarly the vehicle stock which stood at 47031 in 2009 in the North increased to 

123040 in 2011 and in the East it increased from 110760 to 179508. 

As per the Central Bank of Sri Lanka the stagnant economy in the Northern and Eastern Province had shown a 

considerable progress under previous Government. In-fact Provincial GDP was expected rise to 787 Billion 

Rupees in both provinces by 2016 and the Provincial Per Capita was expected to surge to 618,000 Rupees in the 

Northern Province and 477,000 Rupees in the Eastern Province. The unemployment rate in the Northern Province 

has declined from 6.1 per cent to 5.2 per cent, and in the Eastern Province from 15.5 per cent to 4.9 per cent in the 

period 2005 to 2012. Correspondingly the Poverty Index too has seen a positive.

Economic 
Performances

Improvement 
to Quality of Life

Eastern Province 2005 2009

Provincial GDP in billions of rupees 99 281

Provincial Per Capita in rupees 64000 183000

2011

375

237000

2013

543

346000

Northern Province 2005 2009

Provincial GDP in billions of rupees 63 159

Provincial Per Capita in rupees 56000 134000

2011

241

200000

2013

311

290342

The Northern Province has recorded a Provincial GDP (PGDP) growth rate of 23.6 per cent in 2013 contributing 

4.3 per cent to the national economy up from 3.7 per cent in 2011, while the Eastern Province registered the 

second highest growth of 16.6 per cent in the PGDP with an increase in its GDP share to 6.9 per cent in 2013 from 

5.8 per cent in 2011
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Most areas which were under the control of the LTTE did not have electricity due to transmission lines, sub 

stations and power stations destroyed by the LTTE or due to the damages inflicted during the fighting. There 

were many areas in the two provinces where the electricity supply was never there. Therefore when President 

Rajapaksa became the President in late 2005 only 52.3 percent of people in the Eastern Province and 35.5 percent 

of the people in the Northern Province had access to electricity.

Providing access to electricity to all citizens was a pledge given by the Mahinda Chinthanaya, the policy 

document of the Government and high priority was afforded to enhance the supply of electricity to the areas 

under the control of the Government whilst simultaneously attending to areas wrested back from the LTTE. In 

2007 the Electricity Board took pride in installing high-tension lines, transmission lines and substations in an area 

spanning from Mutur in the Trincomalee district to Vakarai in the Batticaloa district in the East at an unbelievable 

speed and efficiency whilst the fighting was ranging in the adjoining areas.Likewise in 2006 when Chunnakam 

Power Station generating 8 MW providing electricity to Jaffna peninsula was found to be highly inadequate the 

Government of the President Rajapaksa went ahead in providing power temporary from two private producers 

Abbreko and Koolair adding a total of 28 MW for the benefit of the people and took action simultaneously to 

replace the old Chunnakam Power Station with the modern 'Uthuru Janani Power Station' producing 24 MW and 

commissioned it on 1st January 2013.

At the time the Government changed hands, the access to electricity in Jaffna peninsula has risen to 96 percent, 

Vavuniya 95 percent, Mannar 87 percent and Killinochchi and Mullaitivu to 84 percent and 87 percent respectively 

from virtually nothing. The total funding required was estimated at Rupees 7500 million for the Northern 

Province.  In the East the district of Trincomalee reached 95 percent, Batticaloa 90 percent and Ampara district 

having 97 percent access to electricity. These were the giant reconciliatory steps taken after the conclusion of the 

conflict. 

Provision of 
Electricity
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Most households living in the Northern and Eastern Provinces did not have pipe water supply and were 

dependent on dug wells, ponds, rivers, lakes or tanks at the time President Rajapaksa was elected as the President 

of this country. Even the Central Bank report on the number of households provided with drinking water is silent 

on the state in the Eastern Province till the year 2009 and the Northern Province till the year 2012. The conflict and 

continues displacement of population possibly made the determination of actual statistics impossible.  

There had been 29 small scale water supply schemes maintained by the government and the local authorities in 

the entire Northern Province prior to May 2009. It could be deducted that less than 15 percent of the population 

in the Northern Province could have had access to pipe born water in 2010. The Iranamadu/Jaffna water supply 

scheme commenced in 2012 at a cost of Rupees 25,920.05 million is expected to be completed by 2017 providing 

irrigable water to 55000 farmers in Killinochchi and access to drinking water to approximately 300,000 persons 

from Killinochchi to Jaffna. This project also provides water to the people living in the islands in the North. In 

addition another 44 medium and major water and sanitation projects are ongoing at a cost of Rupees 33089 

million commenced during the tenure of the past Government covering the entire Northern Province and are 

nearing completion. Approximately one million people will benefit by 2017 when these projects are completed 

making 70 percent of the people having access to drinking water in the Northern Province.

In the Eastern Province by the year 2005 an estimated 17.5 percent of the households have had access to drinking 

water. Since 2006 to 2015 a number of large medium and small drinking water projects have been commenced by 

the Government, Provincial Council and Local Authorities, where most been completed and the balance few will 

complete by 2016 making approximately 94 percent of the households in the Eastern Province having access to 

drinking water. 'Ampara Water Supply Project' which was completed provided 40000 households with pipe water 

and the ongoing 'Eastern Province Water Supply Project' will provide pipe water for another 24000 households in 

Ampara district. 'Urban Water Supply Project' at Undachchi was the largest drinking water supply project in the 

East completed providing pipe water to 50000 households in Batticaloa district. 'Greater Trincomalee Integrated 

Water Supply Scheme' which was completed, doubled the yield to increase the existing pipe supply to 65000 

households, whilst ongoing 'Serunuwara Water Supply Scheme' will add another 2000 households when 

completed. 

Provision of Safe Drinking Water
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Most cultivable lands in the Northern Province and to a lesser extent in the Eastern Province were abandoned due 

to the inability to access them and owing to displacement of the farmers. Reduction of irrigable water due to poor 

or no maintenance of cannels, tanks and other irrigation systems, the inability to transport their produce to 

markets and non-availability of fertilizer and seeds were the other factors that discouraged farming in and 

around LTTE controlled areas. 

Foremost concern of the Government was to bring back the large tracks of abandon land under the plough as 

quickly as possible with the defeat of LTTE in 2007 in the Eastern Province and 2009 in the Northern Province. For 

this effort farmers were provided with seeds, fertilizers, pumps and machinery to clear and prepare their lands for 

cultivation left unattended for a considerable period. Government also had to provide funds to construct the 

neglected village roads connecting markets and to assist in transfer certain produce in excess to the South 

providing space in ships at a nominal rate moving between KKS and Trincomalee until the main roads connecting 

the North were cleared of mines and made motorable.

A total of 893167 acres of paddy lands were cultivated in the Eastern Province in 2012 regaining its status as the 

rice bowl of Sri Lanka. This area included around 80000 acres of paddy lands abandoned due to the conflict. The 

conflict had seriously affected the paddy cultivation in the Northern Province too where only 64106 acres were 

cultivated on a yearly basis up to 2009 out of a total extent of 247405 acres. With the Government intervention in 

assisting the farmers with the assistance of NGOs managed in reducing the abandoned area in the Northern 

Province to about 14751 acres in 2014.

 The production of the Eastern Province which stood at  0.70 million metric tons (MT) in 2006 reached 1.19 million 

MT by 2014 corresponding to 24% of the national paddy production. Similarly production of Maize which stood 

at 16400 MT, Cowpea 1480 MT and Ground nuts at 2724 MT in 2006 increased to 50281 MT, 10722 MT and 21030 

MT respectively in 2011. 

The Government allocated Rupees 33849.68 million rupees to improve the productive sectors in the Eastern 

Province from 2007 to 2010 and Rupees 20,446.07 million rupees for the Northern Province from mid-2009 to 

2011.

Revival of Livelihoods in 

the Conflict Affected Zones

Agriculture
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Livestock sector also suffered severely due to the loss of animals, disruption of milk collection and marketing 

networks. Eastern Province which had a sizable cattle populations and a satisfactory dairy industry became an 

ideal ground to pursue the ambitious drive of the Government to become self-sufficiency in milk production no 

sooner the area was stabilized from violence. Funds were provided to improve the veterinary facilities in each D S 

Division and most of the vacancies of Veterinary Surgeons were filled. Approximately 85000 cattle that were 

displaced with the population were salvaged and handed over to the owners. 50 dairy villages, 3 modal farms, 9 

milk processing centres, 14 milk collecting centres, 1 animal breeding farm and 1 animal feed plant were assisted 

to be established as a matter priority. Private sector was motivated and provided with assistance to get involved 

in the diary sector. Milk production in the Eastern Province had improved from 35 million litres in 2006 to 61.9 

million litres in 2014. To improve the Livestock sector a total of Rupees 1337.7 million was invested in the Eastern 

Province.

There were no livestock resources available in Killinochchi, Mullaitivu and Mannar districts when the resettlement 

was commenced in the Northern Province. Total of about 121,000 cattle and around 17000 buffalos were 

displaced from the actual owners and had to be rounded up. The number of livestock population was estimated 

around 890305 in 2012. The Government has spent around Rs 162.3 million during initial 180 days of the 

resettlement period and another Rs 492 million for medium term livestock development programmes.  The total 

production has increased by about 15%. This was considered as a big achievement since the Government had to 

begin the livestock sector virtually from zero level in three districts which faced the most destruction during the 

last stages of the conflict.

Livestock Sector

The paddy production in the Northern Province which stood at a mere 1671 MT in 2009 has increased to 270845 

MT by 2012. The production of highland crops which included black gram, green gram, ground nuts, red onion 

and cowpea has increased from 44506 MT in 2009 to 87508 MT by 2012. The vegetable production also has 

increased from 77270 MT to 112567 MT. Government expended Rupees 105.05 million to improve coconut, 

Palmyra and cashew plantations coming within the Northern Province.

The cost incurred was estimated as Rupees 5240.5 million in North and Rupees 2104 million in the East to achieve 

the production targets of the country and towards the success of the farmer living there. The NGOs too made a 

huge contribution in this regard.
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Fishing activity along the coastal line of the Northern and Eastern Provinces, which corresponds to about two 

thirds the country's coastline was banned or curtailed for reasons of security during most part of the conflict in 

view of LTTE Sea Tigers mingling with fishermen carrying out attacks on the Navy. However with the end of the 

conflict the fisheries sector received a prime place in Government's development plan. Improvements to fisheries 

sector included construction of fisheries harbours, provision of new anchorages, construction of ice plants and 

cold rooms etc at a cost of Rupees 5285 million. With the conclusion of the conflict the Marine fish yield in the 

Eastern Province which stood at 26680 MT in 2006 reached to 75720 MT in 2014.

Fish production in the North too improved drastically with the return of peace and with the restrictions in place 

for fishing being removed. The Government had invested Rupees 10900 million towards improving the fisheries 

sector in the North. By 2011 the marine fish production had gone up to 48520 MT corresponding to 11% of the 

national production. In 2012 around 90,000 persons from the North were directly or indirectly employed and the 

marine fishing fleet of the province had increased to 11225 boats. The fish production in 2014 stood as 60357 MT 

and was estimated as 18 % of the national production.

Simultaneously the then Government initiated action to improve the inland fisheries sector to improve the rural 

economy and providing the much needed nutrition and livelihoods for the people. Development of 

infrastructure with basic facilities, reorganization of fishing villages, fishing societies and cooperatives and 

provision of loan schemes to fisherman had increased the production and sustainability of the fisherman of 

Northern and Eastern Provinces.

Production of inland fisheries which stood at 6540 MT in 2006 in the Eastern Province increased to 12192 MT by 

2014.  A total of more than one million fingerlings were deposited at ponds and tanks in the Eastern Province on a 

yearly basis. Training programmes were conducted for fishermen to update their knowledge on modern fishing 

practices and were provided with relevant fishing gears, crafts and other equipment.

Inland fishing sector was boosted with the stocking of 4.67 million fingerlings in 2013 and again 5.04 million 

fingerlings and prawn past larvae in 2014 in the selected tanks in the Northern Province. 

Fisheries Sector
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Northern and the Eastern Provinces had attracted a high percentage of foreign tourists visiting Sri Lanka in the 

past. It was in early eighties that a boom in tourism in these parts was experienced along with the southern coast 

of Sri Lanka opening opportunities for direct and indirect employment. Many guest houses and small restaurants 

came up. The first star hotel in Sri Lanka, the Hotel Club Oceanic constructed in Trincomalee was one of them. 

However with the advent of the conflict associated with terrorism, the tourist arrivals to Sri Lanka reduced and 

moved towards Maldives and most hotels and guest houses in the North and East were closed, abandoned or 

destroyed. 

The Government under President Rajapaksa took number of initiatives to improve the tourist industry 

concurrently with the accelerated development of infrastructure exploiting fully the peaceful atmosphere that 

prevailed after a long period. The Eastern Province was specifically targeted because of its natural beauty of long 

sandy beaches, a fine mix of forest and agricultural Lands, large amount of inland waters, wild life, historical sites 

and the famous Trincomalee harbour. Three tourism zones were established at Kuchchuweli in Trincomalee 

district Passikuda in Batticaloa district and Arugam bay in Ampara district to encourage the construction of a 

minimum of 50 hotels of 100 rooms each to increase the star accommodation to 5000 from a mere 28 star rooms 

in 2006. Huge population from the south and other parts of the country came in the thousands to the Northern 

Province immediately after the conclusion of the conflict to visit Jaffna to experience the lush sandy beaches, 

beautiful islands in lagoons, historical sites and monuments and to pay homage to one of the most sacred places 

of worship for the Buddhist the Nagadeepa temple once visited by Lord Buddha. At the beginning the Jaffna 

tourist industry was not prepared or ready to accommodate or feed such a unexpected crowd as most of the hotel 

infrastructures had been destroyed or closed down. It was recorded that approximately one million locals had 

visited the North since 2009 giving a boost to the local hotel industry and restaurants. The massive infrastructure 

development acted as a catalyst for many local and foreign tourists to make a visit to Jaffna to witness the culture 

and the cuisine unique to Jaffna. 

 Government of President Rajapaksa had an ambitious target of 2.5 million tourist arrivals by 2015 from just 

559603 tourist arrivals recorded in 2006. Sri Lanka though fell a little short, achieved 1798380 tourist arrivals in 

2015 and developments in the tourist industry in the Eastern Province and Northern Province played a significant 

role in realising it.

Tourist Industry
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Health services in most areas in the Northern Province and in the areas controlled by the LTTE in the Eastern 

Province were poor due to shortages of infrastructure, equipment and facilities. Shortages of doctors, nursing 

staffs and paramedics were common in both Provinces. Drugs were in short supply and what was available were 

pilfered or forcibly removed by the LTTE. In order to run some remote hospitals, there was no choice but to 

appoint doctors, nurses and paramedics retired and in advance age on contract basis. INGO's like Medicine Sans 

Frontiers from time to time came forward to assist in providing doctors and nurses with medical items.

With the dawn of peace the Government initiated various programs in resolving the long outstanding issues 

faced by the health sectors in both provinces. For the Northern Province alone the allocation was around Rupees 

4135.14 million from 2009 to 2011. The Teaching hospital Jaffna was given a facelift with ultra-modern facilities at 

a cost of Rupees 1249 million and an additional funding of Rupees 728.72 million was spent to develop the 

infrastructure and other facilities of the health sector in the Jaffna district. Similar facilities in other four districts of 

Northern Province were developed at a cost of Rupees 2197.93 million. Almost all 161 preventive care units, 102 

curative care units and at least 50 Ayurveda Medical Care Units in Northern Province received assistance to 

develop their infrastructure, purchase new equipment and transport. Most vacancies were filled. 

Eastern Province experienced a quantum leap in the provision of health services to its people during the period of 

2007 to 2014. Number of health institutions amounting to 261 in 2007 comprising 1 General Hospital, 5 Base 

Hospitals and 36 Divisional Hospitals increased to 385 health institutions comprising of a Teaching Hospital, 2 

General Hospitals, 16 Base Hospitals and 46 Divisional Hospitals. Similarly between 2007 and 2014 the medical 

cadres were increased by 341 Doctors, 77 Nursing Officers, and 355 Public Midwifes. Likewise the Ayurvedic 

Institutions which stood at 27 in 2007 was doubled to 54 in 2014 to give better access for the poor rural 

population in the province

Restoration and 
Improvements of Services

Health Services

Newly constructed wing of the Jaffna Teaching Hospital
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A good number of the children of school going ages living in the Northern and Eastern Provinces were severely 

affected by the inability to pursue their educational activities during the period of the conflict. Some parents 

living in the LTTE controlled areas but unable to smuggle their children or pay their way through to facilitate 

education abroad or in to other parts in Sri Lanka, sacrificed the education of their children for their safety. It was 

common knowledge that the children in their teens attending schools in the LTTE controlled areas had to 

undergo military training in addition to their academics to be converted as child soldiers if the need arose. By 

2009 a large number of schools were found to be damaged as a result of the fighting and some were abandoned 

altogether with the displacement of the people. There were also a number of schools in the coastal areas that had 

got totally or partially washed away due to the tsunami in December 2004 and were still awaiting repairs. 

The education in the areas under the Government control also experienced severe teacher shortages. 

Classrooms and furniture had not been maintained or replenished and were without electricity and water for 

years making schools highly unsuitable for education. There was dearth of SLEAS officers who were the back 

bone in education and qualified Principals to run the graded schools. There were periods where the text books for 

the year was distributed in the second or the third term mostly due to inefficiency. Therefore the conflict caused 

an unrepairable damage to education in parts of the country in the North and the East once acknowledged as 

above average producing many intellects.

No sooner the provinces got stabilized the Government initiated action with the respective Provincial Councils to 

assess the damages to schools and shortages to furniture and equipment. They also called for information on the 

position of human resources in each education zone.

           

Education 
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In 2005 in the Eastern Province had 971 schools of which 215 were Sinhala medium. Approximately half the above 

number had sustained damages due to the conflict or neglect. All these schools were repaired and necessary 

furniture and equipment were supplied under the development projects which were in operation in the Northern 

and Eastern Provinces at that time. Serving officers from SLEAS service was posted to vital positions in education 

and approximately 2000 teacher vacancies were filled. By 2013 the number of schools in the East had increased to 

1074.

The Government allocated and spent Rupees 1341 million to repair the 1630 damaged school buildings, 

provision of furniture and other equipment in the Northern Province immediately on conclusion of the conflict 

and concurrently with the resettlement. By 2012 a total of 919 schools in the Northern Province were made fully 

functional. At the time of the Government changed hands there were 1020 schools functioning in the Northern 

Province with a student population of 260858 with 14081 teachers. 

In par with the national program of providing 1000 secondary schools with the Mahindodaya Technical 

Laboratory to provide more students the opportunity to pursue the subjects of mathematics, information 

technology and science, the Eastern Province was allocated 104 whilst Northern Province received 90. During the 

period of the last Government the education system which was in disarray was restored and ensured equal access 

to education to the students of the Northern and Eastern Provinces. In 2013 at the all island Advanced Level 

examination the students in the Northern and Eastern Provinces were placed at the top and the third place 

respectively.
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Jaffna Colombo train and the Colombo ThalaiMannar trains were the main modes of commuting available for the 

public in the North and for transportation of goods between Colombo and towns in the Northern Province and in 

the Mannar district. In the past there was a ferry service connecting ThalaiMannar and Danushkodi in India from 

where the train link was available to Southern towns of India. Jaffna Colombo and ThalaiMannar Colombo train 

services were halted in June 1990 with the escalation of hostilities. Thereafter the Northern bound train 

functioned only up to Vavuniya Station in the Northern Province which was under the Government control.

After the defeat of the LTTE in May 2009 the Sri Lanka Army commenced repairs to the rail track which they 

completed up to the next station at Omantai. India came forward to provide the necessary funding as a soft loan 

to repair the damaged track from Omanthai to KKS and Madawachchiya to ThalaiMannar whilst various agencies 

of the Government and the private sector undertook to repair the stations in between at the request from the 

Government. The total length was approximately 252 Km and costed the Government Rupees 71764 Million. On 

the 13th of October 2014 the Colombo Jaffna line was commissioned by His Excellency Mahinda Rajapaksa and 

the line up to KKS was completed on 2nd January 2015, 6 days before the Presidential Election. Madawachchiya 

to ThalaiMannar track was commissioned by Prime Minister of India on the 14th March 2015.

Railway Services
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Television and Telecommunication available in other parts of the country did not reach most areas of the 

Northern Province and some parts in the Eastern Province that were under the control of the LTTE. No sooner the 

peace returned to North and the East the Government paved way to construct telecommunication towers in such 

areas and to install repeaters in providing telecommunication and internet facilities. The Kokavil transmission 

tower which provided TV transmission and communication relays to areas north of Vavuniya in the Northern 

Province was destroyed by the LTTE in 1990, disrupting local transmission reaching the North. As a reconciliatory 

gesture the Government constructed another tower, which is the tallest in Sri Lanka at a cost of rupees 330 

million. This tower is extensively utilised for communication, television networks and other commercial 

requirements by the Government and the private sector for the benefit for the people in the North. This 

transmission tower is also the regional hub for local and South Asian telecommunication networks

Television-Communication- Internet

Newly built Kokavil Tower in Mankulam
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At the end of the conflict all the national, provincial and the rural roads in the two provinces were in a broken-

down state due to little or no maintenance for long periods. Likewise most of the bridges too were in a similar 

state. Some of the bridges were blasted by the LTTE to prevent the Government forces their use. There were many 

estuaries and rivers where the people were compelled to travel across for their daily work and business using 

ferries as none of the Governments up to then had constructed bridges over them. 

As a matter of policy almost all the main roads in the two provinces were considered for rehabilitation along with 

construction or rehabilitating of bridges in par with the rest of the country. This timely and wise decision paved 

the way connecting the Northern and Eastern parts with the rest of the country increasing the movement of 

people and goods contributing immensely towards the reconciliatory efforts of the Government. 

Government of President Mahinda Rajapaksa seized the opportunity to accelerate the development programs in 

the Northern and Eastern Provinces as spelt out in the 'Mahinda Chinthana' the policy statement of the 

Government. They were widely known as Northern Spring (VaddakkinVasantham) and Eastern Revival 

(NagenahiraNavodaya) and were designed to reduce the poverty levels in the two provinces and to bridge the 

regional disparities. Both programs concentrated on improvement to livelihood, education, health, sanitation, 

and provision of electricity, drinking water and welfare to the people whilst encompassing a mega renaissance in 

the commercial activities to boost the industries, fisheries, agriculture, and livestock sectors. In order to sustain 

the development, the main road networks, new and old bridges, tanks and associated irrigation systems, 

harbours, fisheries anchorage's, power plants, rail services had to be constructed or rehabilitated. It was the way 

forward to satisfy and make the peace received at an enormous cost of material, lives and funds meaningful to a 

population who had suffered untold misery for decades for no fault of theirs. Can there be better reconciliatory 

work by a Government after a conclusion of a thirty years conflict. In fact the funds expended in the North and the 

East were considered close to funds expended on all other provinces put together. 

Construction-Rehabilitation

 of Major Infrastructure

Roads and Bridges
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One of the main reasons for the severe reduction in the yield in paddy, other field crops, fruits and vegetables 

during the conflict period in the North and the East was the non-availability of sufficient water for cultivation. 

Most of the tanks and their associated irrigation systems had not being maintained for decades and many tanks 

had totally or partially breached reducing the catchment area. Similarly irrigation canals and channels too have 

got blocked or damaged at a number of places resulting in of loss of water. As the majority in the two provinces 

are directly or indirectly involved in agriculture, the Government invested heavily in restoring the irrigation sector 

to divert the large resettled population back to agriculture and also to face the serious food scarcity faced by the 

world at that period.   

There are 2006 in number major / minor irrigation schemes with 1450 tanks in the Northern Province. The 38 salt 

water exclusion schemes, 06 lagoon schemes are also unique to Northern Province. Between 2009 to 2011 Giant 

tank in Mannar, Muththiyankattu tank in Mullaithive and Iranaimadu tank in Killinochchi with their associated 

irrigation systems were undertaken to be rehabilitated along with 60 other major and medium tanks and 239 

other irrigation schemes including salt water exclusion and lagoon schemes. A total of 6209.08 million rupees 

were expended by the Government for this purpose.

Eastern Province has 816 minor tanks, 51 medium tanks and 33 major tanks and their irrigation network covering 

the three districts. During the period from 2007 to 2014 the Central Government and the Provincial Council 

rehabilitated over 140 minor tanks and 17 medium tanks. Kanthalai, Morawewa and Allai in the Trincomalee 

district, Pulugunawa, Unnichchai, Rugam  andVahanari in the Batticaloa district and AmbanOya, EkgalOya, 

RambakkanOya and Kondakuduwan in the Ampara district were the major tanks and irrigation schemes 

attended during this period in the Eastern Province.    

Irrigation 

By 2011 the Government had invested a colossal sum of Rupees 87753.63 million to construct and rehabilitate 

the road network with bridges in the Northern Province. It included 1099.4 Kilo meters (Km) of National roads 

including the section of A9 connecting Jaffna with the south part of the country, 1499.72 Km of Provincial roads 

and a large part of the rural roads. 

Reconstructing the Mannar Bridge and the causeway leading to it, construction of the substructure of Aravi Aru 

Bridge, construction of the 288 meter Sangupidiya Bridge connecting Pooneryne with Jaffna and its 3 Km 

causeway are some of the other major works carried out in the Northern Province.

Eastern Province has a road network of 10207 Km which include 857 Km of National Roads, 1100 Km of Provincial 

Roads and 8250 Km of Rural Roads. Rehabilitating 94 percent of the National Roads, 85 percent of Provincial 

Roads and a good cross section of Rural Roads were completed by end of 2014. In order to improve the road 

transportation within the province a total of 23 bridges were constructed to replace 16 bridges in a dilapidated 

state forming bottlenecks for traffic and 7 bridges to replace the ferries removing a greater inconvenience the 

people faced. The 396 meter bridge built in 2009 over Thampalagam Bay connecting Mutur with Trincomalee 

known as the Kinniya Bridge is the longest bridge in Sri Lanka. A 56 Km road between illanganthurai and Nilavelli, 

40 Km road between Mahaoya and Aranaganvila and 51 Km road between Serunuwara and Somawathiya temple 

were added as new roads. 
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There were four domestic Airports namely Palaly, China Bay, Batticaloa and Ampara in the Northern and the 

Eastern Provinces that functioned under the Department of Civil Aviation. Routine Air Ceylon flights used these 

airports for domestic passenger transfer in the sixties and the seventies. With the advent of the conflict and with 

the Air Ceylon transformed as Air Lanka taking on international routes these Airports were temporary transferred 

to the Sri Lanka Air Force that used them for their military purposes.

Palaly airport was the only airport in the North and was extensively used by the Sri Lanka Air Force and from time 

to time by the civilian airlines carrying out domestic travel within Sri Lanka. It must be reminded that this airport 

came under many LTTE attacks. Many military and civil aircraft were shot down by the LTTE arriving or leaving 

Palaly. In view of the role it played the Government initiated action in 2005 to increase the length the runway to 

950 meters spending approximately Rupees 329 million. It was completed in 2011. The next stage of a 

construction of the 850 meter runway is in progress and when it is completed it is expected to be used as a 

regional air transport hub.

With the conclusion of the conflict and with the accelerated development of the tourist industry in the Eastern 

Province as described earlier, the need arose to develop the domestic air travel especially to cater to tourist 

arriving in Colombo en-route to the East with minimum delay. For this purpose the facilities for domestic travel in 

China Bay Batticaloa and Ampara airports were upgraded with the construction of a separate apron, separate 

terminal, separate entrance and other safety standards necessary for commercial air operation. 

Airports

Northern and Eastern Province contains Trincomalee one of the largest harbours in the world and two other 

important harbours KKS and Oluvil. The Government commenced the rehabilitation of the KKS harbour in the 

North after the conclusion of the conflict with a soft loan granted by the Government of India. This port will 

commence commercial activities with South Indian ports and other ports in the region when completed. The 

Oluvil harbour in the Ampara district in the East is a commercial and a fishery harbour and the construction 

commenced in 2008 by the previous Government and the phase one was completed in 2013. Oluvil harbour 

when completed will provide facilities to export of excess agricultural produce in the region and provide 

transportation of goods from Colombo to East to ease the congestion on roads.

Harbour   
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The rule of President Rajapaksa from 18th November 2005 to 8th January 2015 was the golden period of Sri Lanka 

history since independence. It is during this period that we overcame the scourge of terrorism which destroyed 

our economy and the social fabric of our country for almost three decades. It is during the same period that our 

country moved away from an inevitable economic and social catastrophe and achieved an economic growth to 

become one of the fastest growing economies in the world. The economic indicators of the Central Bank of Sri 

Lanka and the physical progress of the development that had taken place are a testimony of this 

accomplishment. 

At the time President Rajapaksa took over this country, the people living in the Northern and the Eastern 

Provinces under the control of LTTE had undergone untold misery. Most of them lived on a day to day basis with 

no hope for the future and hoping that they will not get killed or robbed of their possession including their loving 

children. Their freedom of expression and freedom of movement was severely restricted. Most of the youth and 

children had not seen anything else than battle and destruction. They have been confined to that part of the 

country for decades. 

Tamils and the Muslims living in the Government controlled areas too faced unbearable difficulties sandwiched 

between the military and the LTTE. Their homes and their belongings were subjected to frequent searches whilst 

they were body searched many times when moving from one place to another. They were looked upon 

suspiciously by the troops and the people living in the south as if they were terrorists. Most children could not 

pursue their education and the sick died due to non-availability of proper medical care. A number of the Tamils 

living in the Northern Province and ones living along the coastal regions of the Eastern Province got displaced 

frequently and lived mostly in temporary shelters or kept moving continuously to safer areas to avoid fighting. 

Muslims and the Sinhalese who got displaced either moved south or to areas where their community lived in 

numbers.

CONCLUSION
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Therefore undisputedly it was the people who lived in the North and the Eastern Provinces benefitted the most 

after the LTTE was crushed. However their joy was never reflected in their faces for quite a period due to fear 

instilled in them. These people, who were let loose or kept in IDP camps till they were resettled, started picking up 

bits and pieces which they had left behind to rebuild their lives again with new expectations. The Government at 

that time provided them with the fullest assistance with other agencies and friendly foreign countries that came 

forward to assist. This document had extensively described on how Resettlement, De-Mining, Restoration Of Civil 

Administration, Development of Livelihoods, Construction of Infrastructure, Installation of Democracy etc was 

attended to.

The opportunity provided to move to any part of the country without any harassment and the freedom to live and 

work among the other communities was the greatest leap towards reconciliation which the previous 

Government speedily and effectively ensured. Provision of housing, repairing damaged places of worship and 

enabling the people to elect their own representatives through democratic process after a considerable absence 

to Local Institutions, Provincial Councils and to Parliament were the other reconciliatory measures taken. There 

were many other similar interventions similar to commencement of the train services to North.  

This document also explains clearly of the action taken by the previous Government in releasing the bulk of the 

lands of the civilians occupied by the Security Forces against a backdrop of the negating distorted publicity made 

by the incumbent Government and the Northern Provincial Council immediately after elections. The handing 

over deeds of lands which had been already allocated and airing the ceremony on TV was a total deception and a 

publicity stunt to deceive the public and the international community. However the incumbent Government went 

ahead and handed over some lands in the High Security Zones, bit prematurely without properly assessing the 

security situation. This paper also describes as to how various services such as Education and Health was 

improved to be in par or better than the other provinces. 

More than 20 months have passed since the appointment of a new President and a new Government. Not even 

one percent of the development or reconciliatory work of the previous Government had been reported to be 

carried out in the North and the East. 

There is no doubt in the minds of the people in the Northern and the Eastern Provinces as to who did what, in the 

transformation of their lives to what they are experiencing today. This document is not meant for them but meant 

for the benefit of the people living outside the North and East and to the international community who had been 

deceived that the former President Mahinda Rajapaksa and his Government has done nothing to the minorities 

and for the reconciliation of the various communities during his office of nine years. 

THANK YOU 
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